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19 January 2009:
NRW sector energy concepts in Brussels
Within the framework of the „NRW. Ideas and Innovations“
events, the NRW state representation in Brussels will be the venue
for an informative event on 19 January 2009 on the subject of
„Sector energy concepts“. The idea of energy concepts for different sectors was developed in North Rhine-Westphalia and shows
generalised examples of sector-typical and transferable energyefficiency measures which can be used by the majority of companies within a particular sector. This idea could also become
popular in other countries.
Programme and registration: www.energieagentur.nrw.de

27 January 2009:
Conference presents practical lighting solutions
AS there is enormous potential for optimisation in the area of
lighting technology, Haus der Technik Essen e.V. and Energy
Agency.NRW will be devoting an entire day on 27 January 2009
to a joint conference on the subject of energy-efficient lighting.
Many projects which have already been implemented in new
buildings and renovation projects illustrate how lighting equipment can be optimised and electricity costs considerably reduced
as a result. The event is particularly directed towards representatives of service companies and town and district councils.
Programme and Registration: www.energieagentur.nrw.de and
www.nrw-spart-energie.de

Editorial

Eckhard Uhlenberg,
Minister for the Environment and Nature Conservation, Agriculture and Consumer Protection of the
State of North Rhine-Westphalia

Dear Readers,
There is no longer any doubt that the climate is changing – all
over the world and also here in North Rhine-Westphalia. Climate
change is one of the greatest political challenges of our time.
Currently, 114 million tonnes of the greenhouse gas carbon-dioxide are being saved in Germany with the help of renewable energies. Almost half of this saving can be attributable to the use of
bio-energy. Bio-energy is therefore an important cornerstone in
the climate protection policy of North Rhine-Westphalia. Within
this, biomass accounts for a dominant proportion of 81 per cent
(in the year 2006 which is mainly attributable to use of wood for
energy. The bio-energy sector in Germany now already gives
employment to one hundred thousand people, and the trend is
upwards. Bio-energy offers promise for the future in the areas of
agriculture and forestry, for the agricultural parts of our region
and for maintenance of cultural landscapes.
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The Environment Ministry of North Rhine-Westphalia presented
the biomass strategy of the State Government to the public in
2007. We want to double the electricity and heat produced from
biomass by the year 2010 and quadruple it by the year 2020.
At the same time we have to engage in the critical discussion
regarding use of biomass for energy, where questions of possible
competition with food production arise. Here, the role of those in
politics is to build bridges, lead the dialogue and steer away from
any undesirable developments. However, I would like to emphasise that for the most part, use of biomass for bio-energy does
not compete with food production. If we want to achieve the climate protection goals in our own country, the EU and all over the
world, we also have to press forward with the use of bio-energy.

ISSN 1611-4094
innovation & energie can be obtained free of charge on subscription from:
e-mail: mail@energieagentur.nrw.de
Articles bearing an author’s name do not necessarily reflect the publisher’s
views. Reproduction only possible with the publisher’s permission.
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funded by:
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It is very fortunate that the main focus of the present “innovation
& energie“ is now on biomass. I hope that you enjoy your reading and gain useful information from this magazine from EnergyAgency.NRW.
Kind regards,

Eckhard Uhlenberg
Minister for the Environment and Nature Conservation, Agriculture and
Consumer Protection of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia
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Biomass - the Energy Alternative

The multitalented renewable energy:

Bio-energy
T

he story of biomass began with the first
camp fire. Today, much more efficient
technologies are available to generate renewable heat and electricity and create
fuels from biomass. In view of the fact that
fossil fuel prices are continuously rising, biomass still offers as yet unexploited potential for energy-related and thermal use of
biomass.
The renaissance of biomass in recent
years has, in addition to its environmental friendliness, above all been triggered by its cost-effectiveness. According
to estimates by the Agency for Renewable Resources (FNR), biomass from Germany could cover 17 per cent of the entire
energy requirement of the country by
2030. In its many different forms, biomass
has many advantages which also make its
use worthwhile in North Rhine-Westphalia.

Ruhr region where there are many large
cities, use of organic waste has an obvious
future. In the south, from the Eifel to the Sauerland, it is use of wood for energy which
represents an important economic factor.
Energy from liquid manure and
agricultural energy crops
The agricultural north of North RhineWestphalia offers ideal conditions for the
use of biogas. On the Lower Rhine, in the
Münsterland and Westphalia, agricultural waste products and renewable raw
materials are used as a source material
for fermenting in more then 270 biogas
plants. The biogas which results is converted into electric power and heat in
unit-type co-generation plants. “Biogas
plants are modern decentralised solutions,
which generate energy directly where the
raw materials occur. The installed electri-

The State Government of NRW expects
a considerable increase in sales and also
an increase in the number of people
employed in the bio-energy sector in the
medium term. The regenerative energy
economy also offers considerable opportunities for export, as North Rhine-Westphalia is a location where the latest technology is developed.
Continuing on from the solar sector and
wind energy, biomass is the third important cornerstone within North Rhine-Westphalia in the area of renewable energies,
with sales of around 900 million euro.
The great advantage of biomass is that
is it is storable and also base-load-capable. In fact it is a universal energy source
because of the many different technical
possibilities for its use.
Use of biogas is most prevalent in the north
of the state, the agricultural Münsterland
and Westphalia over to the Lower Rhine
region. In the centre of North Rhine-Westphalia, the area of the Rhineland and the
4
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cal output of the biogas plants in North
Rhine-Westphalia now exceeds 80 MWel“,
explains Cornelia Reuther, director of the
biomass sector at EnergyAgency.NRW.
The biogas plant in Steinfurt-Hollich in the
Münsterland is a shining example of the
efficient use of biogas with a linked microgas network. The operating company,
consisting of nine local farmers, has been
able to conclude long-term supply contracts with more than 40 farmers in total.
Every day, the plant is fed with around
60 tonnes of maize silage, manure, liquid
manure and whole plant silage.
A co-generation plant with an output 347
kWel is operated from the biogas plant. The
waste heat (388 kWth) is used for drying
the fermenter residues. A second plant is
operated around 3.6 km away
via a biogas pipeline, providing
a combined output of 536 kWel
and 505 kWth. This supplies the
county hall, local health authority, industrial fund-

Biomass - the Energy Alternative

ing agency, two schools, a residential home Although the use of bio natural gas via
and an open-air swimming pool with heat the mains network sets particular requirements, bio natural gas is also a very excitvia a local heating network.
ing option for suppliers. Reuther: “Bio
natural gas which is fed into the network
Feeding biogas into the natural
can extend the reach of natural gas and
gas network
One innovation of recent years with reinforce the use of the existing network
very promising development potential is long into the future.”
the upgrading of biogas to natural gas
grade. This so-called bio natural gas can Electrical power from waste
either be fed into the natural gas network In 2007, 1.97 million tonnes of bio and
or can be used in methane-fuelled vehi- green plant waste were created in
cles. For this, biogas is desulphurised and North Rhine-Westphalia. This equates
“cleaned”. This means that the proportion on average to 109 kg per person
of CO2-neutral biogas is increasing within and year. Organic waste is on the
one hand virtually unstructured and
the natural gas market step by step.
wet kitchen waste and on the other
Currently the Stadtwerke Aachen (STA- hand more fibrous green waste from
WAG) is the only energy supply company the garden or the balcony. In North
in North Rhine-Westphalia that feeds bio Rhine-Westphalia, organic waste is
natural gas into the natural gas network. used in 65 composting and five ferEach year around 4.3 million m3 are fed menting plants.
into the network in Straelen am Niederrhein (methane content > 95 per cent. Energy-related utilisation of waste
The special advantage of bio natural gas will now be described using the
as opposed to other regenerative ener- example of the composting plant
gies: bio natural gas can be stored, used of Bergischer Abfallwirtschaftsveras required and transported to the loca- band, a waste economy federation of most efficient use via the existing tion in Lindlar.
natural gas network.
Approximately 35,000 tonnes of
waste from organic waste collectors from
a total of 14 local authorities are converted
into heat and electricity each year in this
plant, as the biogas from the waste drives
three combined heat and power plants
which generate 6.2 GWhel. The heat which
is produced is to be used in future for the
supply of a local industrial estate and for
the drying of industrial goods. The electric current is fed into the public mains network. Potentially 1,600 households can be
supplied with the electricity from the biogas
plant.
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or solid wood is an energy source which
is available above all in the heavily-forested areas of the Eifel and the Sauerland.
The potential is considerable: according
to estimates, up to 1.8 million tonnes of
absolutely dry wood along with used and
residual wood are available for energy
production each year. Above all, residual
wood from the wood industry and from
forests is suitable for energy production.
In future, demand for wood as an energy
The water is removed from the residues source could also be generated from
from the organic waste fermentation modern forms of brushwood and scrub
plant and the residues are rendered hygi- utilisation - so-called rapid turnover areas.
enic together with more woody structural
material in a subsequent composting proc- Technology for all sizes of boiler is now
ess. The resulting compost is sieved into mature and the boilers are available
different grain-size fractions and can then from a wide variety of companies. Many
be used in the fields as fertiliser or can be homes, residential estates or entire municused in smaller packages for household ipal areas are already being heated by
wood. In the same way, local authorities,
gardens and farms.
companies and municipal power plant
Lots of wood
Wood in the form of chippings, pellets Continued on Page 6 >>>
innovation & energy 4_2008
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>>> Continued from Page 5
are also making more use of this low-cost
fuel, which is available locally and which
is CO2-neutral.
There is a long list of projects which have
already been implemented. Since November 2006, for example, a biomass-fuelled
co-generation plant in the small town of
Simmerath in the Eifel has been generating 1,200 kWel and 4,950 kWth. A green
wood power plant belonging to the Stadtwerke municipal energy authority in Dinslaken has been producing 2.5 MWel and
8 MWth since December 2007. The biomass combined plant in Wittgenstein,
which cost 25 million euro, will supply a
maximum of 30 MWth and 8 MWel after
its completion in 2009.
“In addition to serving the home market, the
high-level technology for energy-related
use of wood also offers interesting development potentials for export”, says Reuther.
The market will also offer opportunities in
future: a large number of established participants are

already active along the value added
chain. The market environment on both the
national and international level is characterised by a rising level of maturity and the
market barometer for the branch indicates
clear growth and development potential in
the medium term. EnergyAgency.NRW, as
a service organization of the State of NRW,
also works for the continuing growth of the
sector at the interface between industry
and commerce, science and administration bodies. It advises companies and local
authorities on the use of biomass for the
generation of electricity and heat, brings
partners together in the competence network and supports innovative projects in
the biomass sector. Further information:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de
6
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The wood pellets
economic factor
Energy alternative from North Rhine-Westphalia

W

ood is of central significance when
it comes to increasing the use of renewable energies”. This was the message of
Dr. Alexander Schink, Secretary of State in
the NRW Environment Ministry, speaking to
more than 300 participants at the opening
of the 4th specialist conference on wood
pellets, “Holzpellets NRW” in the Vulkanhalle in Cologne. And he continued: “Wood
pellets combine economic, social and ecological interests in an almost ideal way.
Apart from climate-neutral combustion, the
use of wood pellets also brings advantages
for the labour market, as jobs can be created and secured for the long term - above
all in more agricultural regions”.
The pellet market is growing, encouraged
by the current low fuel prices. Now, almost
10,000 heating installations are fuelled by
pellets in NRW alone. Part of this success is
undoubtedly due to the “Aktion Wood Pellets” campaign, which EnergyAgency.MRW
coordinates on behalf of the state Environment Ministry. At the start of the campaign
in 2003, around 600 households were
using wood pellets for heating. Even the
rather higher purchasing costs for a wool
pellet heating system did not deter them.
The lower energy costs and support from
the law for funding renewable energies
means that the investment is still worthwhile.
Use of biomass to generate energy is therefore now firmly established as an important
factor within the economy and which also
makes an important contribution to climate
protection; in the year 2008 more than 25
million litres of heating oil are being saved
innovation & energy 4_2008

by the use of wood pellets, saving 64,000
tonnes of carbon dioxide. “More than half
the energy from renewable energy sources
comes from biomass. Most of it is used for
generating heat”, says State Secretary Dr.
Schink.
In addition to the value creation - which
remains in the region - it is above all the
security of supply which makes pellets so
attractive. “The fuel is renewable, comes
from our own State of NRW and production capacity is now excellent”, says
Dr. Frank-Michael Baumann, Managing
Director of EnergyAgency.MRW, and continues, “Some time ago there were some
supply bottlenecks when the market was
still young, but the problem has now been
solved”. This year and for the first time, production of more than 1.4 million wood pellets is forecast for Germany.
Pellets consist of sawdust or shavings which
are by-products of the wood industry and
are subsequently pressed to form standardised fuel. According to the forestry
agency Landesbetrieb Wald und Holz
NRW, there is sufficient potential for wood
supply above all in residual wood from
forests and sawmills. With respect to sustainability, it should be possible to double
the share of wood in energy production
by 2020.
Further information and illustrative and
photographic material is available from
the campaign “Aktion Holzpellets”: www.
aktion-holzpellets.de and www.energieagentur.nrw.de (Press)
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Three questions for…
Hendrik Becker, PlanET Biogastechnik GmbH

Hendrik Becker is Managing Partner of the company
PlanET Biogastechnik GmbH.
Together with his other partner, Jörg Meyer, the 35-yearold engineer is one of the pioneers of German biogas technology. He established PlanET
Biogastechnik in Vreden as early as 1998.

The market for regenerative energies has been characterised by
two-digit growth in past years.
How will the new EEG affect this
extraordinary growth in your
opinion?
In view of the overall economic situation,
the same rapid growth as has been experienced in recent years can no longer be
expected in the area of renewable energies – but despite this, renewables will
soon become one of the important economic cornerstones of the Federal Republic. Last year, the biogas sector had a difficult year. This was due to the fact that agricultural products become more expensive
and also to the ongoing discussion regarding the new Renewable Energy Act (EEG).
However, by passing the 2009 Act, the
Federal Government has laid the foundation for ongoing and consistent development of regenerative energies - and this
is particularly true of biogas. With the Act
on the Promotion of Renewable Energies
in the Heat Sector (Erneuerbare-EnergienWärmegesetz – EEWärmeG), which will
enter into force next year along with the
market stimulus programme for the funding
of renewable energies (MAP), additional
incentives have been provided for the use
of heat from biogas plants. The “KWK”
cogeneration bonus, which rose to 3 cent/
kWh with the EEG 2009 is a further contribution to this. With the help of MAP funding and in view of the rapidly rising prices
for heating oil and natural gas, operators
of biogas installations will be able to make
heat utilisation concepts ever more advantageous from the economic point of view.
This offers great opportunities for house
owners, municipal facilities and other consumers of heat near to biogas installations
and also to the plant operators themselves.

What further major innovations
can be expected in the biogas sector? What role will be played, for
example, by drying of fermentation residues?
The biogas sector has always been
extremely innovative. It is therefore not
only in the area of fermentation residue
drying that we expect numerous further
developments to raise the efficiency and
economic viability of biogas plants. There
will certainly also be major innovations
in the area of biogas processing and the
development of biogas micronets. Developments are also to be expected in process engineering, biological servicing and
gas storage.
The utility Stadtwerke Aachen has
been feeding bio natural gas into
the network since 2006. Is this a
one-off project or it the forerunner of many more such enterprises?
Feeding of bio-methane into the network
will play an important role in future in the
efficient use of biogas which is capable
of storage. The greatest advantage of
biogas mains feed is that it renders use
of the gas independent of any particular location where it was originally produced. Even large conurbations or cit-

ies which do not
offer the structural prerequisites for local production of biogas
can be supplied
with renewable
energy. It could
also be considered here how
alliances could be
formed between
the east and west in
order to import biogas
in the same way as natural gas from other
sources. New possibilities of utilisation will
also open up in future as gas is fed into
the mains system, for example in the area
of fuel for spark-ignition engines. Currently less than 0.5 per cent of the biomethane produced in Germany is fed into
the natural gas network - but in future
I am sure that this will be considerably
more. The rapidity of these developments
depends among other things on funding.
Many who work within the sector complain that biogas mains feed in particular
profits very little from the new Renewable
Energy Act. If the project of Stadwerke
Aachen is to become the forerunner of
many others, we think that more incentives are needed.

Innovative Raesfeld :

Pellets und heat pump heat school

O

ff to a new start after the autumn
holiday: the Silversterschule, a junior school in Raesfeld in the region of Borken, has been provided with a new heating system. The local authority decided in
favour of regenerative energies and supplied two pellet heating systems and one
heat pump. Installation of the equipment
into the school began one week before
the holidays and was virtually completed
before school started again. The heating
system was ready for operation right on
time when the pupils arrived for their lessons. The
��������������������������������������
old heating installation, consisting of a 108 kW oil-fired boiler and a 190

kW gas boiler, was fitted in 1987. “The capacity of the system was too great”, says
Stefan Bröker from the municipal buildings administration. First, the local authority gathered information on alternative systems, and EnergyAgency.NRW offered advice. The heat requirement was
newly determined and two 100 kW pellet
heating boilers were selected. The system
is complemented by an air heat pump. This
pump provides hot water in the sports hall.
This is a suitable method here as it is then
not necessary to fire up the entire heating
system on warm days simply to provide
water for the showers.
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Drilling
with water
boosts geothermics
T

KLIMA PLUS

he heating and climate technology
specialist Vaillant, based in Remscheid,
recently presented a new and highly-efficient drilling process in order to improve
access to geothermal heat. The process,
which works with water at extremely high
pressure, is used for the installation of energy-saving and environmentally-friendly
heat pumps. At the same time, the service
company Vaillant geoSYSTEME GmbH has
been established, which will market the
new process all over Europe. “By establishing this company, we are continuing to
push forwards with our competencies in
the area of renewable energies. Further
expansion of our heat pump technology

“Aktion Klima plus – NRW
climate community of the
future“

In order to try out the linking of
climate protection and climate
adaptation in practical terms for
the first time, investigations are
currently under way to find the
so-called “NRW climate community“ – a town or district in
an agricultural area which wants
both to implement climate protection measures and also to adapt
to climate change. Five towns
and districts (Bocholt, Burbach,
Rheine, Saerbeck and Schmallenberg) have qualified for the second phase of the competition and
are currently developing a comprehensive climate protection and
adaptation concept. The winner of
the competition will receive funding of at least five million euro in
order to implement the concept.
Further information: www.klimakommune-nrw.de
8

services is an important step and is of extreme strategic importance for the company”, emphasises Vaillant Group Chief Executive Ralf-Otto Limbach. Throughout the
group, sales of environmentally-friendly
technologies which work on the basis of
renewable energy sources increased from
by 21 per cent from January to July compared to the same period last year, reaching 76 million euro. Vaillant Group was
even able to increase their sales of heat
pumps by more than 30 per cent during
the same period.
New drilling process: simpler,
faster and more efficient
The new drilling process which has been
named geoJETTING makes possible faster,
simpler and therefore cheaper installation
of geothermal probes. It can also be used
on smaller pieces of land, where deep
drillings could not be carried out before.
In contrast to traditional drilling processes,
geoJETTING works with water at high
pressure. Deep drillings are made with
a pressure of up to 1,000 bar. Water at
high pressure cuts into the rock like a knife,
and the rock is then almost completely dissolved and pressed into the pores of the
surrounding strata along with the water.
This avoids the slurry which is produced in
other processes. The patented drill head
can be pulled back through the drilling rods
following drilling operations. This means
that the geothermal heat exchanger can
be directly installed through the drill string,
which serves at the same time as a protective tube; one work stage becomes completely redundant. Also for the first time,
using a swivelling drill arm, it is possible
to dispense with the need to start a new
process for situations where sloping borings are needed. In the middle of June
2008 the new process received the Ruhr
2030 Award of the Initiativkreis Ruhrgebiet
action group for outstanding innovative

innovation & energy 4_2008

developments. Dr. Rolf Bracke, Professor
and Director of the Geothermal Energy
Centre at Bochum University, developed
the process with team over four years. The
drilling process is being marketed by the
newly-established company Vaillant geoSYSTEME, a joint venture of Vaillant GmbH
and a spin-off company of the Geothermal Energy Centre in Bochum. The new
company offers Vaillant customers ground
drillings for installation of heat pumps in
buildings ranging from single dwellings to
large-scale installations for municipal heat
networks.

Ground rock “cut to pieces” with high
water pressure

Heat pump technology continues
to march ahead
At the end of 2007 more than 215,000 heat
pumps were in use in Germany. Experts in
the sector assume that demand will rise
again in 2008, not least because the Federal Government has been providing funding for the installation of heat pumps.
Further information: www.vaillant.de
8
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Launch of “Photovoltaics
NRW“
T

he State government and the photovoltaics industry in North Rhine-Westphalia together want to substantially increase the market share of photovoltaic
installations in NRW. “Our goal is to be
among the top players in the world, to
strengthen NRW as a centre of solar engineering and to support photovoltaics companies in a competitive environment”. So
said Economics Minister Christa Thoben introducing “Photovoltaics NRW – Solar Power for North Rhine-Westphalia“ and its
partners at glasstec 2008 in Düsseldorf.

and, according to a study of the roof sur- wind energy sector, which has been
faces available in Germany, will be able ahead to date.
to cover around 25 per cent of electricity
requirements.”
According to the Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft, around 10,000 solar compaLast year about 2,700 people worked in nies achieved sales of more than 5.7 bilthe core business in NRW - 40 per cent lion euro in 2007 with 40,000 employees.
more than in 2006. Sales of the relevant Since the year 2000 production capaccompanies rose by 31 per cent within the ity for solar technology in Germany has
same period to around 1.4 billion euro. increased tenfold. Now around 80 comThe proportion of sales abroad by pho- panies in Germany manufacture cells,
tovoltaics companies is around 50 per modules and components. It has been
cent and now almost as high as in the possible to cut manufacturing costs of
photovoltaic modules by around 50 per
cent since 1998.
“The higher worldwide demand is ensuring full order books in NRW. To make sure
this continues, we are now launching the
Photovoltaics NRW marketing campaign”,
says Minister Thoben.

Launching the campaign at glasstec: Dr. FrankMichael Baumann, Christiane Schreiber (both
EnergyAgency.NRW), Michael Schäfer (Energiebau Solarstromsysteme GmbH), Minister Christa
Thoben, Frans van den Heuvel (Scheuten Solar),
Willi Ernst (Centrosolar AG), Dr. Paul Harten (LIMO
Lissotschenko Mikrooptik GmbH), Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wiesner (Moderator of the NRW Photovoltaics Competence Network, Fachhochschule

The campaign will be financed half by
the Economics Ministry and half by the
companies involved. Intensive publicity and target-orientated marketing is
available to the partners within the campaign. EnergyAgency.MRW is responsible
for coordination. Major companies have
already been recruited to the campaign,
such as Energiebau Solarstromsysteme
GmbH, Centrosolar AG, SolarWorld AG,
abakus solar AG, LIMO GmbH, Günther
Spelsberg GmbH & Co.KG, Kostal Industrie Elektrik GmbH, TÜV Rheinland Group
and Cologne University of Applied Sciences.

(Higher Technical Institute)Cologne), Thomas
Sandner (abakus solar AG) and Willi Vaaßen (TÜV
Rheinland Group) (from left to right)

In NRW, important elements of the photovoltaics value creation chain have established themselves in focus locations in and
around Gelsenkirchen and in the region
Aachen / Jülich / Cologne. “It is important
to reduce the costs of photovoltaics technology”, says the Minster. “This is where
our expert companies and research institutions can help, for example in the development of thin-layer technology and in
optimising production processes for cells,
modules and systems.” Further information: www.energieagentur.nrw.de und
www.photovoltaik.nrw.de

Michael Schäfer, CEO of Energiebau
Solarstromsysteme, describes his own
expectations: “In the long term, solar
energy will make help lower energy prices
innovation & energy 4_2008
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A new kind of power plant:
Datteln 4
organised together with the power plant
technology competence network of EnergieAgentur.NRW and the FDBR, were able
to see the work in progress in Datteln for
themselves. More than 120 attended the
symposium, which has now established
itself as a major forum of the NRW power
plant sector.
to 380 MW will be taken
off in the form of remote
heating, and 413 MW will
be provided for the railways.
This is more than one quarter of the electric power which is by the railways needed
each year. Datteln 4 will therefore become
the most important feed point in the Gerne year after the foundation stone man rail network.
was laid, it is already obvious what
is rising from the ground at the construc- As soon as the new power plant unit goes
tion site in Datteln: a power plant which on stream, it will replace several older
sets new standards.
blocks in Datteln, Herne and Gelsenkirchen.
Annual CO2 emissions will be reduced by
With temperatures of up to 620 °C and more than 1.2 million tonnes. This correpressures of up to 285 bar, when it is sponds to the annual emissions of 700,000
completed the new power plant will be German mid-range cars. Datteln 4 will be
one of the most modern anywhere in the making a second important contribution to
world. Based on its modern technology, climate protection in that up to 380 MW
the new Datteln 4 power plant unit will can be released for distance heating. The
achieve an efficiency rating of more than fuel is thus exploited to a fuller extent and
45 per cent.
the new power plant will become a central heat generation plant for the BochumBuilding work on the new power station of Herne-Recklinghausen heat network.
E.ON Kraftwerke has been in progress in
Datteln, Westphalia, since February 2007. Participants in the 4th TÜV NORD Power
Of the entire net output of 1,055 MW, up Plant Symposium NRW, which TÜV NORD

O

The trip to the construction site was the high
point of an event in which current themes
of innovative power plant technology,
quality management and practical experience with 600 °C power plant projects
were discussed. “There has to be a process
of communication and mutual understanding for building of a new power plant to be
accepted”, confirmed Dr. Andreas Willeke
from E.ON Kraftwerke.
The construction of the Datteln 4 plant is
based on the project “Referenzkraftwerk
Nordrhein-Westfalen”. The concept is
based on a 600-MW plant with optimised
plant technology (efficiency rating over 45
per cent). Currently, coal-fired power stations in Germany have 38 per cent.
The replacement of obsolete power plants
by new, highly-efficient plants fired by fossil
fuels is therefore a vital component of the
integrated energy and climate protection
package of the State of NRW, whose target is to achieve a reduction of 81 million t
CO2 between 2005 and 2020. Information:
www.kraftwerkstechnik.nrw.de

Launch of Callux hydrogen and fuel cell project

The new Callux project is concerned with providing energy to houses by means of fuel cells.

“We fund the use of fuel cells in domestic
situations. More than 800 highly-efficient
heating devices are now installed in the
cellars of private houses for one and two
families and are being tested for their suitability in practice over a period of eight
years. The aim is to bring fuel cell heating
devices onto the market by 2015 in order
to offer a real alternative to traditional
equipment. Fuel cell technology brings
highly-efficient heat and power cogeneration into every house. This saves up to 30
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per cent of primary energy”. These were
the words of Federal Minister Wolfgang
Tiefensee at the official start of the Callux
hydrogen project.
Energy suppliers and heating equipment
manufacturers have joined together with
the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development in order to
trial the use of stationary fuel cells in buildings. Natural gas serves as the fuel, which
is then converted to hydrogen. The effi-

Innovation

Think Tank for
Energy Economics
T

he Institute of Energy Economics (EWI)
of Cologne University is being massively extended. The Innovation Ministry
of North Rhine-Westphalia and also the
energy companies E.ON and RWE are
providing this highly-respected institute
with 12 million euro for the next five years. The aim is to continue to develop the
EWI to become an European think tank
for energy economics. As Innovation Minister Prof. Andreas Pinkwart emphasised
at the official signing of the Cooperation
Contract: “Provision of secure and above all affordable energy supplies is one
of the most important challenges for the
future. We hope that the EWI, as a think
tank for the energy economy, will provide an important scientific basis which will

help us to provide the right framework for this.”
The EWI will use the additional
funds in order to create new professorial and staff posts and to push ahead
with internationalisation. Currently 17 further members of staff work at the Cologne
institute alongside the professor Dr. Marc
Oliver Bettzüge. The EWI has built up an
excellent reputation in research and development during its 65 years of history and
the large number of research projects and
their direct use in practice can mostly be
attributed to close cooperation with partners in industry and the world of politics.

ically-based analyses of the
current situation and of future
developments in the energy markets. Market and company structures and also regulation processes are subject to continuous changes, energy policy is increasingly
influenced by aspects of environmental
policy, while questions of the cost-effectiveness and security of energy supply also
Future research should in particular be continue to be of outstanding importance.
directed at the development of energy
markets in Europe. The Institute will devote Methods, models and databases are
itself to the question of how political pol- developed at the EWI within the frameicy decisions - for example integration of work of research activities in order to
wind energy into power networks - affect answer current questions relating to the
the energy market. At the same time, the energy economy and energy policy, and
institute will concern itself with the effects of are also used for advisory purposes. The
technological developments and decisions combination of research and advisory
of industry working within the energy mar- activities means that practical relevance
Celebrating the inauguration of the new institute in ket. One strength of the EWI, which is to is always an important goal in the work
Cologne: Dr. Rolf-Martin Schmitz, Head of the Exec- be developed further, is the representation of the EWI as is the cost-effectiveness of
utive Board of RheinEnergieAG, Gert von der Groe- of complicated economic and technological the methods used for analysis. The EWI
ben, E.ON Chief Representative, Prof. Dr. Andreas structures, for example within the energy offers advice to both political institutions
Pinkwart, NRW Innovation Minister, Berthold markets, with the help of computer models. and industry associations and also to indiBonekamp, Member of the RWE Executive Board,
vidual companies within the energy econDr. Axel Freimuth, Rector of Cologne University and Liberalisation of the German and Euro- omy in Germany and Europe.
Prof. Dr. Marc Oliver Bettzüge, Director of the Insti- pean energy economies has strengthened
tute of Energy Economics (from left to right)
the significance and the interest in scientif- The main emphasis of research and advisory activities at the EWI is on the areas
of liberalisation of the international elecciency of the energy that is used is consid- Energy and Hydrogen Research - ZSW tricity and gas markets, integration of
erably increased through co-production of Stuttgart).
renewable energies into electricity generelectric power and heat. Investment in the
ation, modelling of the European electricproject as a whole amounts to 86 million Callux is only the first step within proity generation market and the European
euro, to which the Ministry is contributing grammes targeted at the development of
gas market, forecasting of short- medium40 million euro.
strategic partnerships. A start will be made
and long-term price developments in the
with the installation of fuel cells in Essen and
wholesale market for electricity, develCallux comprises a consortium from the in other locations in NRW in good time for
opment of market structures in the Gerwhole of Germany. NOW GmbH will the world Hydrogen Energy Conference
man and European electricity markets and
coordinate the work of the heating equip- (WHEC) in 2010. A total of 35 fuel cells from
energy, environmental and climate proment manufacturers (BAXI Innotech, Hexis, all manufacturers will be installed in three
tection policy in Germany and Europe.
Vaillant, Viessmann), energy supply com- phases over the term of the project in NRW.
Further information: Sabine Michelatsch,
panies (EnBW, E.ON, EWE, MVV, VNG)
e-mail michelatsch@energieagentur.nrw.
and the science sector (Centre for Solar Further information: www.callux.net
de, www.ewi.uni-koeln.de
innovation & energy 4_2008
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Environment
Zones
Clean air in the Ruhr region – ity. Motorways
and roads which
environmental zones have been serve as main through
routes with supra-regional significance are
established in nine cities in the not included in the prohibitions on the use
of emission-intensive vehicles which apply
Ruhr region
in environmental zones. With the establishment of environmental zones, incennvironmental zones have existed in tives are created to convert vehicles more
the Ruhr region since 1 October 2008. rapidly or to bring forward the planned
The establishment of environmental zones purchase of a new vehicle. This also supis only one of more than 80 measures ports new fuel and drive concepts such
which are laid down in a regional clean as for example the use of hybrid vehiair plan for the Ruhr region. All measures cles (battery, fuel cell) and the introducare investigated for their effectiveness, tion of clean fuels. According to calculaand a comprehensive evaluation will take tions of the regional agency for nature,
place in the year 2010.
the environment and consumer protection
(Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und VerEnvironmental zones are established in braucherschutz), the environmental zones
regions where the EU-wide limit values can achieve a three- to six-fold reduction
for fine dust and nitrogen dioxide are in the number of days on which the limit
exceeded. The aim is to improve air qual- for fine dust is exceeded. The number of

E

road sections with increased
NO2-loads will be considerably reduced.
The environmental zone arrangements
which have now entered into force take
due account of the justified claim to health
of the inhabitants and at the same time
keep the bureaucracy which is involved for
trade, industry and residents to a minimum.
A study by the Helmholtz Association has
established that the concentration of particles is reduced to one third 100 metres
away from the road. The new measures
mean that a large number of people will not
be so exposed to near traffic. According to
the WHO, 75,000 people die prematurely
from diseases of the heart and circulatory
system and lung cancer each year. The most

Operating Costs Sweetened
N

orth Rhine-Westphalia is living more
and more energy-consciously - two
new estates in Ascheberg and Gelsenkirchen have been simultaneously unveiled
to the public as part of the “50 solar estates in NRW” project.

ovated and energy-modernized a total
of 422 residential units originally built in
1960. The seventy-one residential buildings were then equipped with photovoltaics systems with a total output of 795 kWp.
By the end of this year, 6,670 m2 of solar
cells will have been installed on south-facGelsenkirchen: a proud CO2
ing roofs, with an annual capacity for probalance
duction of “green electricity” of more than
In the Schaffrath district of Gelsenkirchen, 680,000 kilowatt-hours - sufficient to meet
THS Wohnungsbaugesellschaft has ren- the annual power needs of a good 170
four-person German households.

Karl Prinz zu Löwenstein (German Knights Hospitallers, left) and Michael Gessner (NRW economics ministry) at the opening of the new solar
estate in Ascheberg.
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With its investment volume of some 3.8
million euro, THS is thus constructing Germany’s largest photovoltaic installation to
be mounted on residential buildings. Ulrich
Küppers, CEO, drew attention in this context to the company’s proud CO2 balance
– as he points out, THS has cut carbondioxide emissions from its properties by 44
percent since 1990, and is around 10 percent below the federal German average
for mean heating-energy consumption in
residential properties.
Ascheberg: sunshine care for
the aged
The new Malteserstift St. Benedikt solar
housing estate in Ascheberg-Herbern has
recently been inaugurated, marking after
a construction period of just fifteen months
the opening of an innovative old-people’s
facility offering more than sixty residential
places distributed across a four-building
complex. The order has invested some six
million euro to achieve a groundbreaking
solution for accommodation of the aged.

Innovation

important cause is the presence of fine dust
particles from diesel engines in the most
polluted zones (Deutsche Umwelthilfe e.V.).
Experience with environmental zones is
now available from several towns. A very
high level of acceptance for the zones was
found in Berlin. A sample which was taken
at the end of February revealed that 97.6
per cent of vehicles are already showing
a sticker. There were deficits in the retrofitting of technology aimed at reducing
emissions in particular in the case of utility
vehicles (25 per cent green sticker, 50 per
cent yellow, 17 per cent red).
In the end, if possible only vehicles with the
green sticker should be using the roads.
Petrol vehicles with 3-way catalyst or
newer diesel vehicles with soot particulate
filter(EURO 5)are assigned sticker straight
away. In future, the nitrogen oxide emissions will also be clearly reduced when the
EURO 5 and EURO 6 emissions standards are introduced. The keywords here
are exhaust gas recirculation and selective
catalytic reduction (SCR). Information from
www.umweltzonen-nrw.de

As Karl Prinz zu Löwenstein, Chairman of
the Management of Deutsche Malteser
gGmbH emphasized at the project’s inauguration: “This new facility continues the
Knights Hospitallers’ aims in the field of help
for the aged ideally, providing a cosy environment that allows residents to determine
themselves how they spend their retirement years”. The ventilation system installed
in the buildings, which are constructed on
“passive-house” principles, also contributes
to high living quality, with the incorporation
of heat recovery. Hot-water needs are met
60 percent by means of solar collectors,
with a total surface area of 50 m2. “The
order has made exemplary achievements
in the field of energy, and the combination
of energy-savings and use of solar energy
is a significant contribution to the conservation of our climate”, enthuses Michael Gessner, Head of Department at the economics ministry in Düsseldorf. Further information: www.50solarsiedlungen.de, Andreas
Gries, Tel. 0211/86642-17, e-mail gries@
energieagentur.nrw.de

New Test Centre
for Duisburg
U

nique in Europe, and the fruit of frequently reiterated proposals by numerous industrial partners in the field
of fuel-cell product development: after
its construction period of only eighteen
months, NRW economics minister Christa Thoben was able to officially open the
“TAZ”, or Test, Applications and Assembly
Centre at the Centre for Fuel-Cell Technology (ZBT gGmbH), in Duisburg.

included in the planning, however, since
this is to be a field reserved for industrial
enterprise, supported by the ZBT.
Fuel-cell and hydrogen technologies are
one of the state government’s central
energy-sector focuses for Research &
Development. Since its setting-up, the ZBT
has been a member of the EnergyAgency.
NRW’s “Competence Network Fuel Cell
and Hydrogen”, which some 350 mainly
medium-sized enterprises and research
establishments have now joined. As minister Thoben added, “The many successes
already achieved in the field of fuel-cell
and hydrogen technology in North RhineWestphalia and, indeed, in Germany as
a whole, are to be presented to a global audience at the 18th World Hydrogen
Conference in Essen, in 2010”.

“A range of diverse activities around the
fuel cell are focused here, with the target of quickly reaching market maturity
for both fuel-cell components and integrated systems”, commented the minister.
The work of the new test and application
centre covers production systems, installation, commissioning, testing and evaluation of fuel cells, components and complete systems, all with the aim of further
refining the cost-efficiency and quality of www.brennstoffzelle-nrw.de
fuel-cell technology.
and www.whec2010.com
Even now, the ZBT is experiencing strong
demand for its services from industry, so
that it can be safely assumed that, with
the support of the TAZ, the institute will
be able to enter further long-term cooperation projects with industrial associates,
in order to jointly further develop the
corresponding fuel-cell technologies up to market and competitive maturity with these
partners. Setting-up of
a separate fuelcell production
facility is not
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Climate protection –
everyone, every day
L

everkusen has again held true to its
motto of “Think globally, act locally“
- with a local climate protection campaign. The “Climate protection - everyone, every day!“ campaign was jointly implemented by the city council, the NaturGut Ophoven environmental education
centre, the NABU national natural heritage foundation and Friends of the Earth
Leverkusen.
Every two to three weeks, NaturGut
Ophoven organized events to inform citizens on climate-change. The campaign
received support from politicians, celebrities, sportsmen and women, parishes and
enterprises, and showed how to save electricity in the home, how shopping region-

ally affects the climatic balance, and how
school pupils help protect the climate by
choosing writing and learning materials NaturGut Ophoven
carefully. Finally there was with a series of
addresses on related topics, such as the mentally friendly materials for the campaign.
energy pass and climate change.
The streets of Leverkusen were adorned with
six-meter yellow and orange banners bearing the “Protection of the climate - everyone, every day!“ slogan at more than forty
locations in the town. Anyone wishing to
demonstrate their support for this campaign
was able to buy a small flag to display at
home. A documentary feature showing the
more than twenty campaign events can be
The pupils of Class 5d at the Lise-Meitner viewed at www.naturgut-ophoven.de under
school filled their satchels with environ- the heading “Climate campaign“.
Just two of twenty examples: using ultramodern GPS equipment, the “Underway
with Nils Holgersson“ week, from the classic children‘s book, became an exciting
adventure investigating climate change.
The children then passed on the energysaving tips they had learned to Mayor
Ernst Küchler.

Energy and IT – efﬁciency
enters the server room
U

se of the Internet and other telecommunications systems generates global
CO2 emissions as large as those produced
by all the world’s air traffic. And: mathematically, a Central European consumes
as much energy for his or her virtual identity as a Brazilian does in real life. Calculations indicate that, in Germany alone, the
CO2 emissions originating from corporate
IT are set to rise by 60 percent, to 31 million tonnes annually, by the year 2020.
But it is possible to get energy consumption under control - our watchword here:
“Green IT”.

tors, and from around 30 Watt in the case
of TFT monitors, down to less than 1 Watt in
both cases. The screen-saver is not an alternative, however - although it may prevent
“burn in” of the image on CRT monitors, it
is completely superfluous on TFT screens,
and elaborate screen-savers may actually
increase power consumption, due to the
computation operations necessary.

Switching off peripherals takes up time
and is in some cases not even possible.
Switchable and master/slave power connector boards, which supply power to the
peripherals only when the PC is on, can
The combination of many individual IT provide a solution here. Potential savings:
devices at our digital workplaces (moni- more than 20 euro per PC per year.
tor screens, printers, scanners, active loudspeakers, external hard-disks, USB hubs, From fear of failures, server rooms are
etc.), taken together, results in a high level frequently conditioned to 16 to 18°C, with
of energy consumption. And just a few tiny the result that these rooms, which are subtricks can provide remedies - the monitor, ject to unceasing heating from continuously
for example, should be switched off by the operating computer equipment, require
PC’s energy-management system when non-stop cooling by the air-conditioning
not in use. This reduces consumption from system. Studies performed by Switzerland’s
around 80 Watt in the case of CRT moni- Federal Bureau for Energy (www.electric-
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ity-research.ch) indicate that the servicelives and availability of computer systems, with the exception of the UPS, are
not negatively affected even at 26 °C. It
is necessary to plan heat-management
into the server cabinet for this purpose,
however. Inadequate removal of hot air
to the exterior, and internal recirculation
of hot currents of air, will soon have the
servers “stewing in their own juice”.
Permitting an increase in room temperature by 1 °C reduces the energy
required for air-conditioning by 3 to
4 percent. Conditioning of the individual server cabinets is much more efficient than cooling of the entire room,
however. Waste heat can be removed
not only by air-conditioners, but also
by outside-air ventilation systems; the
use of an air-conditioner is then necessary only when outdoor temperatures
rise above a certain threshold. Further
information: Dipl.-Ing. Jörg Buschmann,
buschmann@energieagentur.nrw.de,
Tel. 0203/3061262.

Application

European Energy Awards to
Twelve Districts
Gold for Bonn and Senden! What may initially sound like an Olympic success story could, in fact, signify
comparable achievements - in the discipline of „Municipal Climate Protection“.

T

he European Energy Awards® were
presented by NRW economics minister Christa Thoben at a public ceremony
in Gelsenkirchen. Alongside “gold medallists” Bonn and Senden, the achievements
of Borgentreich, Burscheid, Dortmund,
Emmerich, Gelsenkirchen, Havixbeck, Lohmar, Niederzier, Rommerskirchen and Willich were all rewarded. The European Energy Awards® energy-management program for North Rhine-Westphalia is organized by the EnergyAgency.NRW on
behalf of the NRW ministry of economics.

and an attached changing-room building.
The central element of the heat-sharing
arrangement is an 840 kW wood-pelletfired boiler for the base load, with two
gas-fired boilers, each with a rating of
336 kW, to cover peak loads. The heating
requirement of the pool is 2.6 million kWh,
while the wood-pellet boiler achieves CO2
savings of just on 470 t/a compared to a
gas-fired heating system.

their premises to the heat-supply network
of the new cogeneration plants. Comprehensive specialist energy consulting during
the planning phase, and the quantification
of the planned savings on thermal insulation, lighting, cooling and electricity utilization, were stipulated in order to improve
the energy-efficiency of the commercial
buildings.

In Bonn, climate protection has long been
a vital element in the city’s locational
marketing. Energy concepts are therefore drafted in the course of project-specific development and planning, and with
the sale of city-owned sites, as soon as a
threshold of fifty residential units on a site
is crossed. These concepts include evaluation of the cost-efficiency of local heat
supply systems and integration of regenerable energy-sources into the supply
structure.

“The response to the advanced energy
concepts of these twelve municipalities
is gratifying. Cities, towns and villages
in particular have a major role to play
in setting good examples to companies
and the consumer. Effective measures
they introduced can reduce energy consumption and the burden on the climate.
The finances saved are then available for
other tasks”, affirmed minister Thoben at
the award ceremony.
Dortmund produced its own concept
incorporating CO2-reduction targets at an
The European Energy Awards® program early stage. Generous numbers of points
is a Europe-wide certification system, were awarded in the field of municipal Minister meets mayors: Christa Thoben handed over the European
under which the climate-protection activi- buildings for controlling and optimiza- Energy Award to the representatives of this year’s winning eea
ties of participating districts are evaluated. tion of operation, the use of regenerable municipalities a total of no less than twelve times
Of the now more than seventy-five dis- energy-sources, energy and load mantricts from North Rhine-Westphalia taking agement, and, equally so, for utilization
part in the eea®, seventeen towns and dis- of waste-heat from industry and power
tricts have won prizes in recent years, and generation, in the field of supply and disthe number of certified districts in our state posal, and the energy-route utilization of
has now risen to twenty-nine. Bonn and landfill gas and waste.
Senden are the third and fourth towns to
receive a “gold” award, after Münster and In the northern and southern sectors
Ostbevern.
of Dortmund’s Phoenix Estate (total of
approx. 900 residential units), purchasSenden scored heavily with its new ers signed an undertaking together with
“Cabrio” swimming pool complex. The their site purchase agreement to adhere
target was to construct swimming baths to the KfW 60 standard and to provide Energy-efficient fire-brigade building in Romwith CO2 emissions 20 percent lower not less than 25 percent of the heat- merskirchen
than those from comparable facilities. ing energy from regenerative energyThe “Cabrio” has been integrated into sources. In the commercial sectors of the Further information: Jochem Pferdehirt,
a heat-sharing scheme also comprising development, users were obliged by a Tel. 0202/24552-59, e-mail pferdehirt@
a multi-purpose hall, a dual gymnasium “connect and use” undertaking to connect energieagentur.nrw.de
®
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„Sperber 8“
across Taubental
O

ne of the first office and service centres in Germany to be constructed
on passive-house principles has now been
completed in the Taubental commercial
district of the city of Neuss. Passive houses
are renowned for their high energy-efficiency standard. Consumption of heating
energy can be cut within the “Sperber 8”
project by around 75 percent compared
to a similar conventional building. According to data from the architect, the 3,500
m2 of floor space have the same heatingenergy demand as two semi-detached
houses.
The planning process focused on costefficient design and construction, permanently sustainable and cost-effective
operation, and flexible building utilization. The design itself is characterized by
an extremely high level of thermal insulation, consisting of heavy-gauge insulating
material of a thickness of between 25 and
35 cm (with an outer skin of highly insulating StoMiral Terrazzo composite) and
triple-glazed insulating-glass windows.
The regulated ventilation system, incorporating heat recovery and high-quality fil-

tration, also improves the building air for
allergy sufferers. Expensive, energy-intensive conventional air-conditioning systems
are not needed in these buildings. Power
is required only to drive the heat and circulation pumps and the ventilation system.
Conditioning of the concrete core assures
constant temperatures within the building
and a pleasant and balanced climate. Further technological elements include (at the
tenant’s request) daylight-regulated lighting
and building automation systems.

Tauschen
Evtl. Haushaltsgeräte

In the upper storeys, the steel-frame building structure with its solid concrete floors
is fitted with an air-based heating, cooling
and ventilation system (Kiefer system). On
the ground floor, the system is suspended
below the ceiling.
Compact building style
“Sperber 8” is one of Germany’s most
energy-economical office buildings. The
low energy requirement is attained by its
compact building geometry with heavygauge thermal insulation of the outer skin
combined with an extremely efficient heat
and energy supply system. Passive energy

gains (heat and light) via the windows are
enhanced simultaneously. Further information: Girzalsky Dohmen Architekten, Tel.
02236/96940-0, www.gda-koeln.de

Basic rent only the beginning
Ingo Beenen (MRICS) is a
university-qualified business administrator and
head of strategic property
consulting at Jones Lang
LaSalle’s German branch,
based in Düsseldorf.

T

he completion of the “Sperber 8”
commercial building in Neuss to passive-house standards provided a good
reason for “innovation & energie” to talk
to Ingo Beenen, a Düsseldorf property
consultant with Jones Lang LaSalle, a
property company with branches around
the globe:
Unlet houses and apartments
are a thorny problem for estate

agents, so the “rentability” of
properties is a burning topic. In
your experience, what importance do commercial customers
attach to the energy-efficiency
classification of a building when
deciding whether to rent?

Passive-houses are currently the
energy-efficiency state-of-theart. There are not yet many commercial premises available to the
passive-house standard, but do
you, or rather JLL, nonetheless
already have any experience
with the rentability of properties
Starting last year, large international com- such as these?
panies, in particular, have increasingly
taken the aspects of energy-efficiency and We are more frequently observing on the
sustainability as criteria for their decisions. market that, unlike the situation just a few
Here, larger companies are indeed assum- years ago, the basic net rent is no longer
ing a “driving” role and setting examples the only factor used for the costs calculafor smaller enterprises. Corporate Social tion prior to rental. Commercial properResponsibility and, of course, corporate ties constructed to passive-house standimage, are important factors for the large ards remain rarities on the market as a
corporations, whereas lower operating whole, however, with the result that only
costs are the decisive argument for small little experience is available. We can state,
however, that demand for highly energyand medium-sized firms.
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Geothermal heat
for church
T

he heating-planners’ intention, when
they installed underfloor heating, in
addition to a fan-based hot-air system
in the Herz Jesu church in the steep and
densely populated northern region of the
city of Wuppertal in the 1970s, was to eliminate cold feet during church services
and concerts. The system was installed in
the form of a hypocaust heating arrangement, in which hot air flows underneath
the floor tiles, heating them from below.
The drawback: the hypocaust pipes were
installed in hollow concrete slabs and are
therefore poorly accessible for cleaning.
The church hall is normally heated using
only the hot-air fan system, and the underfloor heating system connected to this
has been used only as and when needed.
The poor technical state of this heating
system now necessitates a new installation
which, at the wish of the church congregation and the archbishop, is to be aimed
at “preserving Creation”, i.e., environmentally friendly. The congregation made use
of the impartial advisory services provided by EnergyAgency.NRW at the preplanning stage.

efficient properties is rising, and this, of
course, also signifies increasing rentability.
And, on the basis of your experience, what future would you predict
for the passive-house standard on
the commercial property market?
Passive-house projects do not always go
sufficiently beyond the cost-efficiency
threshold. This is why there are, at the
present time, many project developers
who would like to construct energy-efficient buildings, but are not prepared to go
the final mile to the passive-house concept.
Anyone who already betters ENEV 2009
(ENEV 2007 -30%; editor’s note) and puts
this message across in the right way in his
or her marketing already has significant
renting advantages, however.

Here, the clever solution to the task of heating the neo-gothic “North City Cathedral”
(construction date: 1886) more efficiently:
the systems were isolated from one another,
to ensure that air from the possibly contaminated hypocaust ducts can no longer enter
the church hall. In addition, the original
roles of the two heating systems have been
reversed: the underfloor installation now
provides the “base-load” heating. Underfloor heating systems are eminently suitable for maintenance of a uniform, low-level
temperature. The combination of geothermics with heat-pump heating was also a
viable option, since only a low supply temperature is necessary for this purpose.
Four holes were sunk to a depth of 50
meters on the south side of the church,
close to the centralized heating installation.
Here, a glycol mixture absorbs geothermal
heat at around 10 degrees, is compressed
in the heat-pump heating system, and thus
heated, and yields the higher temperature
of around 40 degrees during subsequent
decompression. The initial target was a
constant temperature of 8°C in the church
hall, actually achieved was a temperature
of 13°C - due, with certainty, not least of
all to other modernization provisions in the
church, such as the installation of safety and
insulating glazing. This all for an energy
input of just 2 kW of electrical power, and
therefore a thermal output of 10 kW. “It
was a stroke of luck that the underfloor
heating was in place here”, states Chris-

toph Wissmann of the “Wissmann Architects” firm, who planned the church refurbishing project. When a higher temperature is needed in Herz Jesu, for services
and concerts, the hot-air fan system, which
is now supplied with hot water from a modern oil-fired condensing boiler in the cellar of the adjacent rectory, is switched in
to provide assistance. An additional benefit
of the modernized system: during the summer months, dried air is fed into the church,
helping to expel moisture from the bricks of
the walls, which long ago became porous.
The parish was prepared to take on the
high investment costs involved because
of the significant reductions in CO2 emissions, improved comfort and convenience,
and beneficial side-effects, such as the
drying of the masonry, which the project
would bring. A decision in favour of the
earth’s climate - and, in view of still increasing energy prices, of the parish’s finances.
Further information: Christian Dahm, Tel.
0202/24552-43, e-mail dahm@energieagentur.nrw.de

Cost-efﬁcient
appliances

N

ew edition follows overwhelming success: EnergyAgency.NRW has now announced its new “Notably cost-efficient domestic appliances“ brochure (2008/2009 edition).
Now consumers can arm themselves against costly wrong
decisions when purchasing new domestic appliances. Not
only the purchase price, but also power and water consumption, are the definitive factors in deciding whether a particular appliance is really a
bargain. EnergyAgency.NRW has therefore updated its range of information, which is
available free-of-charge on the Internet at www.energieagentur.nrw.de.
innovation & energy 4_2008
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Bottrop:
Positive P
I

Heat supplies from
waste water
I

t‘s still only a niche at present, but the
prospects for positive developments are
good: heating and cooling using heat recovered from waste-water. The second project of this type to be conducted in North
Rhine-Westphalia is currently at the planning stage, for implementation in Bochum.
Under a plan being drafted by the Bochumer Stadtwerke municipal services corporation and the Emschergenossenschaft water utility, heat from effluent is to be used
to heat a swimming pool. The ECO.S engineering consultancy, based in Ratingen,
which has already completed a project for
heating of a Berlin school with heat recovered from waste-water, has been entrusted with executing the Bochum project.

state to commission a systematic investigation of the energy potentials available. The
result: the energy contained in waste-water
is sufficient to supply 10 percent of all buildings in the state with heat and hot water in
an environmentally friendly manner.
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The heat pumps used in these projects are
in many cases installed in bivalent heating-equipment centres, with a conventional boiler to cover peak demand. Supply
is thus assured at all times. “Larger buildings, apartment blocks, housing estates,
administrative buildings, commercial and
industrial premises, schools, sports facilities and swimming baths are particularly
suitable for this system“, adds Dipl.-Ing.
Wolfram Stodtmeister, of ECO.S, the engineer responsible for the planning for the
Between 10 and 20 degrees
The principle is remarkably simple: “Coo- Bochum project.
ling“ (i.e., refrigeration) potential is recovered from waste-water in summer, and The Ratingen engineering consultancy has
heat, in winter. Waste-water temperatures accumulated experience with the necesvary between 10 and 20 degrees across sary technology via its work on projects
the year. “These are favourable conditions in Switzerland, Berlin, Aurich and Dresfor extremely efficient operation of a heat den. As Stodtmeister comments, “Pracpump using heat recovered from the waste- tice demonstrates that this technology is
water conduit“, explains Bernd Gescher- mature. Cost-efficient and assured opemann of EnergyAgency.NRW, continuing ration, and, above all, competitiveness
with the comment that seasonal perfor- vis-à-vis conventional heating systems, is
mance factors of 4 to 5 are entirely realistic. achievable in larger-scale installations“.
Further information: Bernd Geschermann,
North Rhine-Westphalia is Germany‘s e-mail geschermann@energieagentur.
pioneering state in recovery of heat from nrw.de and Wolfram Stodtmeister, e-mail
waste-water. NRW was the first federal stodtmeister@eco-s.net

n the immediate locality, the City of the
Thousand Fires, Gelsenkirchen, has successfully reinvented its identity as the City
of the Thousand Suns. Now Bottrop, too,
can boast a second striking symbol, alongside its Tetrahedron. A major photovoltaic
installation demonstrates the city’s successful mastery of structural change. Bottroper Entsorgung und Stadtreinigung AöR
(Bottrop Supply and City Hygiene Services, German abbreviation: BEST AöR)
has been operating a photovoltaics system on the disused Donnerberg landfill
for just on one year now. The initial balance drawn is positive. In the first twelve
months of operation, 355,000 kWh of power has been generated and fed into the
public supply grid.
Certificated disposal company BEST AöR
has been operating a photovoltaics system on the former disposal facility, featuring a total of thirty-three racks, spread
across the 25,000 square meters of a
recultivated building rubble landfill and
mounted on the roofs of the sorting sheds,
since 2007. Bottrop’s conviction: scientists
and politicians can continue for ever discussing global strategies to reduce cli-

Application

V balance
mate change, but action must be taken at
local level. And this, of course, is the background to the creation of a photovoltaics
system with an output of 340 kWp on the
level surface of the former landfill.
This site was especially suitable for installation of a system for generation of electrical energy from solar radiation due to
its southerly orientation, relative remoteness from residential developments, the
operator’s twenty-five year maintenance
obligation, and the site’s own need for
electricity. The regional government in
Münster agreed to the construction of the
photovoltaics installation on the surface of
the former landfill in conjunction with the
decommissioning approval. The cubic volume and topology of the structure provided optimum conditions for operation.
Opinion in Bottrop is that the decision to
construct this facility is also a decision in
favour of rational utilization of former
industrial sites following their recultivation.
Over the next twenty years, the photovoltaic system will save 3,800 tonnes of
carbon dioxide emissions compared to
conventional generation of electricity.

Workshop for
primary teachers
E

nergyAgency.NRW has developed a
new qualification module for primaryschool teachers, “The Energy Workshop”,
to meet teachers’ growing demand for appropriate further-training opportunities.

to name but a few features. This training
event outlines a large range of different
methods and suggestions for shaping the
topic of energy jointly with pupils in everyday school activity.

This workshop provides teaching staff
with practical expertise in incorporating
“energy experience” and energy-saving aspects into primary-school children’s
play-orientated learning.

Primary-school learning aims
Ultimately, pupils are to be familiarized,
assisted by their teachers, with the sun as
the energy source for all life, experience
their own bodies as energy users, liveout the topic with all their senses, become
acquainted with “energy” as a term, and
experience what it does. They will learn
where they use energy in their everyday
life, and should be able to name electrical aids, gain a little experience with technology, and learn about various energy
sources, such as the sun, coal, water, and
the wind. In addition, these primary-school
pupils will learn the various forms in which
they encounter energy every day, study
and practice the economical use of energy,
learn to recognize and name power “gluttons” and “energy thieves”, and thus help
in saving energy and taking this vital topic
home to their parents.

EnergyAgency.NRW has been working
intensively for several years on the topic
of “Energy-saving in schools” in the context
of the “EnergySchool.NRW”. The experience accumulated up to now indicates that
even children of primary-school age possess a basic understanding of energy topics and evolve a very large number of creative ideas for the aware use of energy.
Focus on practical orientation
And this means, in detail: the participants
firstly experience the many-facetted topic
of energy at first hand at a “Possibilities
market”. This is followed by brief and stimulating specialist information in the form
of short addresses, and group and pair
activities. This basis is then used for drafting of project proposals for the classroom,
and for the conception of a project week.
The subsequent practical part of the workshop involves the participants in creative
design, an energy “tour” and experiments,
innovation & energy 4_2008

The “Energy Workshop” training opportunity is available to all interested teachers
from January, 2009 onward.
Further information: Elke Hollweg, Tel.
0202/24552-22, e-mail hollweg@energieagentur.nrw.de
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Rheinberg – energy-saver
capital!
R

heinberg is on the road to becoming
North Rhine-Westphalia’s energy-saver capital: only last December, NRW
economics minister Christa Thoben awarded the “Energy-Saver NRW” seal of
approval to thirty-five Rheinberg house
owners, and now she has again had the
pleasure of presenting twenty-six further
plaques for exceptionally energy-efficient
houses. The Schlötels family, representing
the town as a whole, received a certificate
and a plaque. This is the state of NRW’s
way of rewarding exemplary modernization of existing properties
and the intro-

duction of modern technologies for utilization of renewable energy sources. “It
is generally not possible to tell from outside whether a house is particularly energy-efficient or not. In the streets of Rheinberg, on the other hand, the blue plaques
mounted on many house fronts proclaim
that energy-aware people live there”,
commented Thoben. The Schlötels family’s
detached house is more than thirty years
old, but on top form in energy terms, since its modernization. The original windows
have, for example, been replaced by new
thermal-insulating glazing (U value 1.1),
and an air-to-air heat pump (20 kW) and
a pellet-fired oven (10 kW) installed, while
13 m2 of solar collectors now provide hot water and
booster

Energy

heating. Total cost: around 54,000 euro,
financed largely from KfW promotion
programs. Following modernization, the
building now requires only 27 kWh/m2
of primary energy, and is thus significantly below even the specified legal figure
for energy consumption in new buildings.
“Unlike the majority of refurbishing projects, energy optimization was accomplished not only by means of thicker insulation, but also via energy-saving windows
and 100 percent concentration on the
building’s systems”, added Markus Feldmann of EnergyAgency.NRW, which coordinates the “Energy-Saver.NRW” project. The “icing on the cake” of this building, in energy terms, takes the form of
a 12.7 kWp photovoltaics system and a
500 W wind-energy installation featuring
a Savonius wind-turbine. Information:
www.mein-haus-spart.de

relics excavated
Receipts, instruction manuals, model plates - the “genetic fingerprints” of the old
appliances put EnergyAgency.NRW on their track. The state’s two oldest refrigerators were made in 1934 and were in use in Bünde, Westphalia, and Rees, on the
Lower Rhine. In the summer, in the context of the “NRW saves energy” campaign,
NRW economics and energy minister Christa Thoben initiated a hunt to find the oldest refrigerator between the Rhine and Weser rivers. A total of some 2,500 households took part in this competition.
Across decades of production, the operating costs of refrigerators can differ by up
to 400 euro. An obsolete fridge-freezer combination consumes around 600 kWh
annually, while a modern energy-efficient appliance has a consumption of over
60 percent less.
A good dozen of the appliances found had been manufactured before 1945. The
two winners are “energy relics”, answering to the “Bosch HH/90MW” and “AEG
Santo Junior” names, and are now to be superseded by new models.
The Kux family, from

EnergyAgency.NRW rep-

Rees, is one of the two

resentatives hand over a

winners of the “Find the

brand new fridge-freezer

oldest fridge” campaign.

with an energy-efficiency

Their AEG Santo Junior

of A++ to the other win-

long ago ceased to be

ner, Wolfgang Hurlbrink,

the “junior” of the fam-

of Bünde. He, too, came

ily - this fridge, in fact, is

up with a fridge made in

a real old-timer (year of

1934.

manufacturer: 1934).
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Three questions for...
Ingrid Hentzschel, director of the NRW.BANK Beratungscenter Ausland foreign-trade advisory centre

work with promotional banks and agencies
in other European countries, enabling us to
set up local contacts and pass on information without unnecessary delays.

I

n these times of progressive globalization, the energy-efficiency and environmental technology sector’s small and medium-sized enterprises are also increasingly
stepping into the world arena. The growing importance of international markets inevitably brings with it the need to be, and
remain, competitive not only at home, but
also beyond one’s own national borders.
In many cases, “going abroad” is an important option for a company in standing
its ground against competing products and
services. And how can a state-owned promotional bank provide small and medium-sized enterprises from the energy and
environmental sectors with the necessary
support? We posed the following questions
to Ingrid Hentzschel, director of the NRW.
BANK Beratungscenter Ausland:
What foreign-trade support does
NRW.BANK offer for small and
medium-sized companies?
The NRW.BANK provides an extensive
program of advice and financing, in order
to bolster employment in our state, and to
support the activities of small and mediumsized NRW companies on foreign markets. These services include, for example,
the NRW.BANK Beratungscenter Ausland’s
range of advisory and consulting services,
which has now been available for more
than three years. These services focus on
providing comprehensive information on
public financial assistance and promotional
programs operated by the NRW.BANK,
the Federal State of North Rhine-Westphalia, the federal government, the European Union, and by banks in the target
investment countries. We perform individual research into sources of support for our
client companies, and have established for
this purpose an extensive cooperation net-

And what financing arrangements
of its own can the bank offer?
We have, firstly, the NRW.BANK.Ausland Export program, which aims to facilitate access to export guarantees for small
and medium-sized NRW companies. Up
to 50 percent of reinsurance cover is also
offered to customers’ banks who provide
export guarantees for foreign importers
on behalf of small and medium-sized NRW
companies. NRW.BANK is responsible for
risk of up to 2.5 million euro per applicant
under this scheme. Order-specific export
guarantees, and also bid, down-payment,
delivery, service and warranty guarantees
provided by the customer’s bank on the
basis of bank-guarantee credits are all eligible for support. For individual loans, the
term is generally that of the export guarantee itself; in the case of lines of credit,
the term is normally two years. These reinsurance guarantees assure companies of
greater financial flexibility.

the NRW.BANK provide enterprises, and
institutions and colleges from North RhineWestphalia operating close to industry and
research, with extensive support and advisory services concerning EU promotion programs, research subsidies and technology
transfer. Here at the Beratungscenter Ausland, we focus in particular on individually
tailored subsidy consulting, and on events
and publications - our brochure on support and subsidies in eastern Europe has
just been published, for example. Also of
great importance to us is our close cooperation with the various trade and commerce
chambers, associations, confederations and
initiatives in North Rhine-Westphalia. And
we are currently holding talks with EnergyAgency.NRW on specific provisions, for
further dissemination of information on EU
programs in the fields of the environment
and energy, for example.

Then there is NRW.BANK.Ausland Invest,
which provides a low-interest investment
loan that can be used to cover small and
medium-sized companies’ mid- and longterm financing needs when planning
investments abroad. The amounts available vary between 125,000 and a maximum of 5 million euro, with terms ranging
from four to eight years and fixed interest
rates throughout this period. In addition,
the NRW.BANK can, as an option, provide
the customer’s bank with an additional 50
percent indemnity.
And what other activities and
programs is the NRW.BANK Beratungscenter Ausland planning?
We’re staying on the ball, and reacting to
new needs as they emerge. Since January,
2008, we have been a member of the European Commission’s Enterprise Europe Network, via our consortium with ZENIT GmbH.
Under the NRW.Europa name, ZENIT and
innovation & energy 4_2008

HYCHAIN start

O

ctober 2008 saw, with the delivery of a “Cargobike” and a “Utility
Vehicles” to the City of Bottrop, the start,
in the Emscher-Lippe region, of European field testing for the HYCHAIN MINITRANS project.
In Germany alone, purchasers have up to
now been found for twenty-nine vehicles
for performance of the field tests, with the
Emscher-Lippe region striding ahead. In
the coming months, for example, four further mini-transporters and a cargo-carrying bicycle, both manufactured by Masterflex, will be entering traffic in the town of
Herten. Also upcoming is the purchase by
the Vestische Straßenbahnen GmbH tram
operator of two Hydrogenics midi-buses.
The largest portion of the German vehicle
fleet is, however, made up by the Deutsche Telekom contingent, with the introduction of no less than twenty Cargobikes, which will demonstrate their practical capabilities in German cities.
Further information: www.hychain.org
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Two competitions for
energy-aware pupils
cooperation with h-tec Wasserstoff-Energie-Systeme GmbH, is to improve understanding of hydrogen as an energy source
and of the fuel cell as a high-efficiency
technology in schools and colleges in NRW.
NRW economics minister Christa Thoben
has again agreed to act as the patron for
the 2008/2009 competition.

peting teams will, however, firstly have to
solve a set task in writing before Christmas.
The twenty best groups will then receive
their Fuel Cell Boxes directly from patron
Christa Thoben at a special event at the
ZBT fuel-cell development centre in Duisburg in early February, 2009.

This schools competition is being held in
This time, the young people participat- close cooperation with industry; sponsors
ing will be required to solve a problem are TÜV Nord AG, Air Liquide Deutschderived from real-life operation of fork- land GmbH, KION Group GmbH, HOPlift trucks: they must use the Fuel Cell Box PECKE Batterien GmbH, Hydrogenics
kit to develop a model fuel-cell-powered Corporation and Deutscher Wasserstoffvehicle, complete with its hydrogen infra- und Brennstoffzellen-Verband (DWV),
structure. To permit this, the Fuel Cell Box Wasserstoff-Netzwerk Metropole Ruhr
includes an electrolyser, a hydrogen stor- e.V. (i.G.) and HyCologne - Wasserstoff
age unit, a fuel cell, various cables and Region Rheinland e.V. Go to www.fuelcellimultaneous start of two competitions connecting elements, an electric motor, a box.nrw.de or www.energieagentur.nrw.
for NRW schools.
small gearbox, and a vehicle chassis com- de/schulen for further information and
plete with wheels. The two hundred com- competition entry forms.
Climate-protection and the class
kitty
In the “Climate-protection and the class
kitty” competition, schools of all categories are called upon to compete by entering their energy-related projects, ranging
from project weeks up to energy-saving
teams. The objective of the competition is
that of arousing young people’s interest in
this vital subject. Pupils of all ages and from
any type of school in the state are eligible
to compete - the only precondition: The
projects should have been completed in
the years 2006 to 2008. The closing date
for applications for this competition, which
is being conducted by the EnergyAgency.
NRW on behalf on the NRW economics
fter this year’s school vacations, and of sitting in on a physics class at the
ministry, is 27 February, 2009. Conditions
NRW minister of energy and econo- local comprehensive. The bus also visof entry can be found on the Internet at:
mics Christa Thoben dispatched the Ener- ited school playgrounds in Wuppertal,
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/schulen
gyAgency.NRW’s energy-information bus Anröchte, Borgentreich, Bad Salzuflen,
on a tour of schools.
Gelsenkirchen, Hattingen and Essen, runBudding engineers work with
ning up a list of more than a dozen schools
the Fuel Cell Box
“It is important to start raising pupils’ visited throughout the state. The Energy
Entries for the second Fuel Cell Box hydroawareness of the problems of contem- Agency.NRW mobile centre supplies inforgen and fuel-cell technology competition
porary energy recovery and energy uti- mation on the economic use of energy,
for schools have now closed, after achievlization right now. The benefits will be with EnergyAgency.NRW engineers using
ing bumper entries - a total of some two
the capabilities developed, from which models to explain the functioning and
hundred teams in Classes 9 to 11, from
the state will be able to profit in future”, advantages of modern energy-efficiency
all school-categories in NRW, have regisasserts the minister. She made sure of tak- technology.
tered. The target of the competition, which
ing the opportunity of visiting the mobile
is organized by the EnergyAgency.NRW in
information unit at its stop in Hattingen Information: www.nrw-spart-energie.de

S

EnergyMobile visits playgrounds
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Local climate-protection
work
M

any municipalities are intensifying
their climate-protection work, discussing ways of integrating active climateprotection into the community and into everyday working life. Here are some examples of aspects which, as the EnergyAgency.
NRW’s experience indicates, provide a
good basis for successful climate-protection activities at local level.
Successful climate-protection
work...
…covers all the topics
Climate protection is often equated simply with saving energy in municipal buildings. Municipal climate-protection work in
many cases sets itself more far-reaching
targets, however, focussing on urban planning, municipal buildings, mobility, supply/
disposal, PR and citizen awareness. Other
essential sectors are more difficult to quantify: conservation of energy and resources
within enterprises, and use of domestically
made products.
...is teamwork
Locally the topic of protection of the climate is often assigned to only a single
department (Property Management, or the
Bureau of the Environment), or, in some
cases, to a single person, the “climateprotection officer”. The difficulty here is
the fact that this department, or this person, has only extremely limited influence
outside the immediate sphere of work. A
rational step is then to form a team of delegates from the various topic fields, who
will then represent climate protection in
their various fields of influence. This should
include, from the administration: representatives from property management,
urban planning and environmental protection and, from municipal technical services: delegates from the local supply and

disposal organization, and from the local
and regional transport corporation. Other
members could, for example, also include
representatives of local industry, the local
chamber of commerce, and even private
individuals.

should be regarded more sceptically, as
long as strategies for implementation
have not also been examined and proposals for action also supplied. In addition, it should be borne in mind that the

The involvement of political parties in this
body is difficult, since politically neutral
preparation of action options within the
team is necessary, and implementation is
then decided on in committee or council
meetings. The team leader acts as coordinator here.
...is a continuous process
Climate protection is a long-term task. It
is necessary, to permit achievement of the
long-term targets set, to analyze the largest possible number of decisions, construction projects and other investment programs, for their climatic relevance, and to
optimize them where necessary.
This continuous process can also be augmented extremely beneficially with external studies, which can outline strategies for
improvement in specific areas and questions which have occurred in the context
of climate-protection activities. The experience of local authorities that are already
active in this field illustrates that the greatest advances in climate protection are
achieved less by means of one particular exotic project or any innovative technology, than by steady improvement on a
broad front, or, in other words, “the sum
total of many tiny steps”.

applicability of any recommendations for
action begins to decline progressively
from the date of the study’s completion.
...also needs external support
Continuously active workgroups need a
chair. It has proven beneficial if this function is performed by someone from outside. The benefits are:
■■ Firstly, the chair can devote all his or
her energies to chairing and organizing.
■■ Secondly he or she occupies a neutral position, and there should normally be no personal reservations.
■■ The chairing activity requires rhetorical abilities and supra-disciplinary
background knowledge often lacking
in the administration itself.
■■ Finally, chairpersons are often capable of passing on experience from
other municipalities, since they generally chair a number of climate-protection projects simultaneously.

When commissioning external studies, it
must be ensured that the task is clearly
defined and, above all, that the solutions are detailed and can also be imple- Further information: Christian Dahm,
mented in a reasonable time. Against this EnergyAgency.NRW, e-mail dahm@enerbackground, pure analyses of potentials gieagentur.nrw.de
innovation & energy 4_2008
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In brief
EnergyAgency.NRW forum at Clean Moves
July this year, the institute in Jülich has been under the joint manThe EnergyAgency.NRW’s Competence Network Future Fuels
agement of Prof. Dr. Allelein and Prof. Dr. Odoj.
and Propulsion Systems has organized, in cooperation with network partners, a series of addresses at the Clean Moves conEnergy Efficiency Award 2009 starts
gress forum on 22 April , 2009, during the 2009 Hanover Trade
The international Energy Efficiency Award now progresses to
Fair. Clean Moves examines topics and technologies associated
its next round. Until 31 January, 2009, innovative industrial
with current mobility questions. The prime emphasis of the forum
and commercial enterprises which have completed outstanding
is on the state of NRW’s energy and climate-protection concept,
projects for enhancement of energy-efficiency have the opportuwith important focuses on alternative-fuel solutions, electromonity of participating in this competition. The prize money, totalling
bility programs, and hydrogen/fuel cells. “We are talking here
30,000 euro, has been donated by Deutsche Energie-Agentur
about electrifying the drive train, but we will, nonetheless, still
GmbH (dena), in cooperation with the Deutsche Messe exhibiremain dependent on optimized internal-combustion engines for
tion company, in the context of the EnergieEffizienz initiative. The
a long time. This is why synthetic fuels, not only GTL, but also
winners will receive their awards on 21 April, 2009, at the World
second-generation bio-fuels and fuel-saving vehicle developEnergy Dialogue, with its high-ranking participants, in the context
ments, are also at the centre of research efforts”, explains Dr.
of the 2009 Hanover Trade Fair. First prize in the Energy EffiFrank Köster, head of the Network Future Fuels and Propulsion
ciency Awards 2009 is 15,000 euro, second prize 10,000 euro,
Systems.
and third prize 5,000 euro. The competition is open to entrants
from around the world, and to companies of any size and any
progres.nrw in the Internet
industry, the only precondition being their successful implemenThe NRW economics ministry is now on-line with its new “protation of energy-efficiency projects. Applications from small and
gres.nrw.de” Internet site. The proges.nrw program concentrates
medium-sized enterprises, and from manufacturing, are particuall the promotion-policy activities associated with energy policy
larly welcome. Entry documents for the Energy Efficiency Award
in the state of NRW. The website provides information and prac2009 can be obtained from www.industrie-energieeffizienz.de.
tical tools, highlighting the availability of support and subsidies
for companies, municipalities and end consumers, with the corGerman Interior Hygiene Forum
responding application documents available for download. proThe rapid technological leaps now taking place in the modernizagres.nrw is intended to accelerate broad market introduction of
tion of existing and the construction of new buildings make hygiene,
the numerous technologies which can be used to exploit inexand also home and occupational health, ever more important in
haustible energy sources, and promote rational use of energy.
indoor spaces. The Deutsches Forum Innenraumhygiene (German
Interior Hygiene Forum), organized at the Essen exhibition centre
New professor at the RWTH Aachen
by the SHK NRW confederation, is a supra-sector platform for
Prof. Dr. Hans-Josef Allelein has now starting work as the head of
presentation of home and workplace health in the context of a
the Department of Reactor Safety and Technology at the RWTH
congress and an accompanying specialist exhibition. It focuses on
technical university, in Aachen. He is devoting his activities here
the topics of water and air, the materials used in residential interiprimarily to the topics of reactor physics, fission-product behavors, and the methods for their application. Also examined are the
iour and the performance of passive components. The departsubjects of cleaning and modernization procedures, in case of funment in Aachen tackles questions associated with operational
gus attack, for example, which potentially affect all buildings. The
reactors in Germany, on the basis of close cooperation with the
congress agenda features forty specialist papers presented by emiInstitute for Energy Research at the Jülich Research Centre. Since
nent scientists and technical experts. www.innenraumhygiene.com.
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